
Every Moment Matters 
in the Mission to Save Lives



active States, 

with 11 statewide 

contracts

20+
PSAPs / ECCs 

nationwide

1500+

CPE events*

120M+
mobile locations 

acquired per year

800M+

*including re-bids

Democratizing 

Public Safety

Our mission: saving 

lives by reducing 

response times

RapidDeploy ensures 

that everyone receives 

the critical information 

they need to save lives



The Digital Age has Ushered 
in New Expectations for 
Emergency Response

Status quo is no longer an option

Precision, immediacy, and 
modern communication 
channels are expected

85% of 911 calls come from 
mobile devices, but systems 
were built for analog

Analog is expensive, 
antiquated and built on 
limited, stagnant technology

Traditional voice calls and 
fragmented data sets are not 
good enough

The future is connected, 
mobile, data-driven 
and powered by the cloud



Mission Critical Intelligence

Powered by a Single Operating System

We modernize 911 with resilient and impactful 

Next Gen mapping and analytics solutions that 

support public safety from ECC/PSAP to the field.

Our integrated platform combines mobile signals,

critical datasets, and call information into a single 

operating system that supports agencies and first 

responders in their life-saving mission.



Curated Partner Network

Integrated data, applications and solution 

providers create a centralized ecosystem for 

public safety.

Mobile Location Data
accurate signals on exact caller location

Supplemental Data
trains, traffic, weather, terrain, PulsePoint (DOT, EOC, EMC), etc.

Opt-In Medical Profile Data
victim health info

AI-Based Live Translation
with text from 911

Video Interoperability
access to camera networks

Vehicle Telematics
crash severity, victim & vehicle info, etc.

Panic Buttons
one-touch communication trigger for medical, fire, active assailants

Indoor Floor Plans
route emergency services, detailed grids, floorplans, access points

Emergency Incident Data Sharing — EIDO
adjacent / overlapping jurisdiction resources, Disaster EOC

Aerial Imagery
geographic and structure visibility



Cloud-Based Platform Built for Public Safety

Reduce response times, drive better emergency response outcomes, and improve PSAP/ECC performance

Radius Mapping

Reduce response times and drive
better outcomes with unified 

communications and integrated data 
in a single map

Lightning App

Drive faster, safer incident response
and resolution by delivering 911 call
data and critical information directly

and securely to field responder devices

Eclipse Analytics

Make smarter data-backed decisions, 
plan and forecast, and improve 
performance with on-demand 

actionable intelligence



Next Gen 911 Solution Suite 
that Informs the Emergency 
Response Journey

Locate 
with precision and speed during call intake

Accelerate 
call triage by providing unparalleled 

situational awareness

Equip 
responders with actionable information

Empower 
field responders to resolve situations 

quickly and safely

Evolve 
NG911 with real-time analytics that 

drive data-backed decisions



When the mission is to save lives, every moment, every call, and every detail matter

Market Shift RapidDeploy Advantage

Addressing Market Needs with New Innovation

Public Expectations 

Have Changed

Immediate Context

Saves Lives

All First Responders

Deserve Better

Better Decisions

Require Insight

The new standard is rapid, comprehensive 

response from any device and in any language.

Immediate, comprehensive data in one place or

in-hand has moved from a tech upgrade to a 

necessity.

The move from disjointed tools to integrated, 

unified data systems directly impacts the success 

and safety of first responders.

Real-time, data-driven insights based on 

actionable intelligence have become indispensable 

in public safety.

Radius instantly locates callers on any device via 

call, video, and text (in 130+ languages).

Radius and Lightning deliver complete data and 

context in one app, enhancing situational 

awareness, speed and outcomes.

By improving critical data sharing, Radius and 

Lightning ensure better service and safety for 

frontline emergency personnel.

Eclipse goes beyond reporting to provide strategic 

analytics and insight that shape future-ready 911 

response.



1

Discovery Implementation Training Service & Support

Center of Excellence: Proven deployment, from implementation and 

delivery, to training, customer service and support

Identify scope, technical 

requirements and 

dependencies

Validate up-front CHE/CPE & 

GIS configurations, diversified 

data collection, and project 

timelines

Provision and install 

EDG device to ingest 911 

call traffic

Set-up environment 

configurations w/security 

settings, client preferences, 

and complete testing

Always-on access 

to RapidDeploy Academy 

for online training resource

Includes feature training, 

user guides and 

live, instructor-led 

learning sessions

Dedicated customer service 

throughout the end-to-end 

customer journey

Ongoing training, 

collaboration, plus 24/7 

support to ensure 

operational success

Your Partner in the Next Gen 911 Journey
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Richest source of 

direct data and app 

integrations within a 

single map

The

RapidDeploy

Difference

Proven track record 

for statewide 

deployments

Unbeatable service, 

support and training 

Fast implementation 

- live in weeks

Partner of choice for 

NG911 initiatives

Mission is why we do it

Cloud is where we do it

Scale is how we do it

Single 911 operating 

system for all 

responders – from 

the PSAP to the field

Future-proofs public 

safety with cloud-

native security, 

adaptability & scale

The only Next Gen 911 solution suite that supports the entire unified 

emergency response journey across all data sets and stakeholders



Trust Matters

We’ve seen life-saving and operational 

benefits from RapidDeploy’s mapping and 

analytics solutions. 

We realized early on that GIS is the

absolute cornerstone for next gen 911 

and partnered with RapidDeploy to embrace

a diversified set of critical data and 

applications in a single view.

We depend on RapidDeploy for mapping 

and analytics to drive better outcomes

in emergency situations and to harness the 

power of actionable intelligence with 

on-demand insights.

RapidDeploy shares in NCT9-1-1’s life-saving

mission and is our trusted partner in the 

NG911 journey, providing both the training 

and support that we need as we 

move to the cloud.

Mike Sunseri, 

Administrator,

Kentucky 911 Services Board

Christy Williams 

Director, 

NCT9-1-1

”

“

Trusted Across the Community We Serve: We partner with our customers in their transition 

to the cloud, providing solutions that support the future of emergency response

“

”

“RapidDeploy has been a strategic 

partner in Kansas’s transition to NG911 

and well aligned with statewide GIS and 

data-sharing initiatives. 

“Radius Mapping is used by over 100 911 

centers, and now with the Lightning app, 

we can put the same level of mission-

critical information in the hands of our 

field responders.

“

”

Michele Abbott,

Communication & Training Coordinator

Kansas 911 Coordinating Council



A mission that matters
supported by solutions that saves lives

Cloud-native software platform
built for scale, resiliency and impact

Leading partner in Next Gen 911
with proven technology, deployment and training

Next Gen ecosystem for public safety
powered by a curated partner network and single operating 

system for 911

Contact us here:

www.rapiddeploy.com


